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Absfrcl-Design of Controller Reconfiguration (CR) for 
systems with sensor faults are considered in this paper. One 
way to accommodate a failing sensor, is by replacing it by an 
ohsener based on the remaining outputs. A similar approach 
can be applied for a faulty actuator by duality. By including 
observers in the loop to replace faulty components, the nominal 
feedback controller does not need to he redesigned. The CR 
observer design problem for the faulty sensors or actuators can 
he rewritten into a standard Loop Transfer Recovery (LTR) 
design problem, to which standard LTR design methods can he 
applied. Finally, it is shown that this CR architecture, where 
an CR observer is included in the feedback loop in between the 
system and the nominal controller, can he transformed into a 
more general fault tolerant Controller (FTC) architecture based 
on the Youla parameterization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interest for using fault tolerant controllers are increas- 
ing. A number of both theoretical results as well as appli- 
cation examples has now been described in the literature, 
see e.g. L11. [21, [31, 171, [SI, [ill, [151, H71, [IS], [201 to 
mention some of the relevant references in this area. 

The focus in this paper will be on fault tolerance with 
respect to sensor faults. The dual fault case, actuator faults 
will not be considered in this paper. The reason is that 
actuator faults can be handled in the same way as sensor 
faults. These faults are quite common in connection with 
feedback control. It is therefore important that it is possible 
to handle these types of faults in a systematic way. Further, 
it is also important that the subsequent reconfiguration of the 
feedback controller after a fault in the system, is derived in 
a general and systematic way. It is further important that the 
applied Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) architecture is general, 
since else we need to derive new FTC architectures for every 
single type of faults. Finally, it is important that the design 
of the modified controller is systematic. This will make it 
possible to apply both standard design methods as well as 
to do the reconfiguration design automatically. Finally, the 
on-line change of the feedback controller should be done in 
a smooth way. This can be done by modifying the nominal 
feedback controller by an reconfiguration block instead of 
using a completely new redesigned feedback controller. 

In connection with sensor faults, it is possible to handle 
these faults either by modifying the nominal controller, such 
that the faulty component is not applied in the feedback 
loop, or by using an estimation of the missing signals in the 
feedback loop. In the latter case, the nominal controller can 
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still be applied, we only need to modify the input or output 
signals from the systems to remove the effect from faults in 
a sensor of actuator. This concept has been introduced in [Z], 
where observers have been applied as virtual sensors. 

The design of these CR observers can be derived with 
respect to optimizing either the performance of the observer 
or with respect to optimizing the performance of the closed 
loop system. In the first case, standard observer design meth- 
ods can be applied. In the second case, the observer design 
needs to be designed with respect to the overall performance 
of the feedback system. Including an observer in a feedback 
loop to recover measurement signals or control signals is a 
well know problem in the Loop Transfer Recovery theory, 
see [41, [IO], [12], [13], [14]. The main concept in LTR 
is to design a target state feedback loop, which cannot, 
however, be implemented in the real system due to the 
instrumentation. In the LTR step, the target loop is recovered 
by using an observer based feedback controller, which can 
be implemented. This is equivalent with using observers in 
connection with sensor faults. One of the main results in 
this paper is to show how it is possible to transform the CR 
observer design problem into standard LTR design problems. 

The second result of this paper deals with the implemen- 
tation of the feedback controller including an CR observer. 
When an CR observer needs to he included in the feedback 
loop, we need to break the loop to do this. This might 
not always be acceptable. Instead, the CR observer can be 
included in the feedback loop by using the FTC architecture 
described in [7], [SI, [ l l ] ,  [15]. This FTC architecture is 
based on the Youla parameterization, which makes it possible 
to changehodify the nominal controller without breaking 
the feedback loop. The modification of the controller is 
derived by including an additional loop around the nominal 
controller. Based on this FTC architecture, it will be shown 
in this paper how the CR observers can be included in the 
feedback loop by a proper design of the additional feedback 
loop around the nominal controller. 

11. SYSTEM SETUP 
Consider the following generalized nominal ( r t m )  x (q+ 

p) system E, 

X =  AX + Bdd + B,u 
e = C,x + D,dd + Devu (1) 

y = c y x  + Dydd, 
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or given as transfer functions 

where x E R" is the state vector, d E R' is a disturbance 
signal vector, U E Rm the control input signal vector, e E Rq 
is the external output signal vector to be controlled, and 
y E Rp is the measurement vector. Note, that it is assumed 
that there is no direct term from control input U to the 
measurement vector y. This can be done without loss of 
generality in the following. 

Further, let the system be controlled by a stabilizing 
feedback controller given by: 

U = I i ( s ) y  (3) 

where the controller K ( s )  has the following state space 
realization: 

xc = A,X, + B,Y 
U = C,x, + Dcy 

(4) c c :  { 
and where x, E Rn= is the controller state vector. 

Let us consider the system given by (1) in the case of 
sensor faults and actuator faults. Sensor faults are modeled as 
a change in the output matrices cy and D y d .  In many cases, 
a sensor fault will result in a reduction of the number of 
measurement signals, i.e. in a rank drop in the said matrices. 
In case of sensor faults, the system in (1) is given by, 

X = AX + B d d  + B,u 

e = C,X + D,dd  + DeUu ( 5 )  

YJ = C Y . J ~  + D 9 d . d  

It is assumed that the connection between the nominal output 
matrices in ( I )  and the faulty output matrices in ( 5 )  can be 
described by 

(6) crJ.r = LsenC, 

D y d , j  = L a e n D y d  

where L,,, will in general be a singular matrix. The two 
faulty transfer functions in ( 2 )  is then given by 

(7) Gyd. f  = L,enGyd 

G Y u , j  = L,.,GYu 

SENSOR FAULTS 

Consider the system in ( 5 )  including sensor faults. The 
design problem is to design a modified controller K,,,(s) for 
the faulty system (3, such that the faulty system is stabilized 
and the closed loop performance is also optimized. The most 
obvious way to achieve this, is to optimize the faulty closed 
loop system with respect to the performance of the nominal 
closed loop system. For doing this, let us consider the closed 
loop system for the nominal system and for the faulty system. 

111. DESIGN OF CONTROLLER RECONFIGURATION FOR 

Indeed, let the two closed loop transfer functions be given 
by &,nom and Ted,sen be given by 

Ted,nom = G e d  + G e u K ( I  - G y u K ) - ' G y d  

Ted,sen = G e d  + G e u K s e n ( I  ~ G y u , f K s e n ) - ' G y d , j  

(8) 
respectively. 

and Ted,sen to be identical is that 
From (8) we have that a sufficient condition for Ted,nom 

Ksency,j  = KCy A K s e n D y d , j  = K D y d  (9) 

However, only in very rare cases, these two conditions will be 
satisfied, in which case, we will have to suffice with Ted,nom 

and being close. 
First, let us consider a direct design of the faulty system. 

Based on the system setup given by ( 5 )  with sensor faults. 
The direct controller reconfiguration design problem is as 
follows. 

Problem 1 Direct controller reconfiguration design. Let a 
faulty system be given by (5). Design a stabilizing controller 
K,,,. if it exist, such that a suitable norm of the closed loop 
system Ted,sen is minimized. 

The advantages with this design problem is that the con- 
troller is optimized with respect to the original performance 
condition. The disadvantage with this design is that we get 
a new controller that will in general be completely different 
compared with the nominal controller. 

Instead of making a direct design of K,,,,, let us consider 
the difference between the nominal closed loop system and 
the faulty closed loop system given by 

Eed,sen = Ted,nom - &,sen 

= G.,[K(I - GyuK)-' 

-Ksen(I - L,,nGy,K,,,)-'L,,n]Gyd 
(10) 

and try to minimize this difference in a suitable sense by the 
design of K,,,. However, a direct optimization of (10) will 
not result in an optimal controller with respect to minimizing 
the effect from the external input d to the external output e .  
The reason is that the external disturbance input consist of 
disturbances on the system as well as measurement noise. 
The measurement noise is propagated through the system by 
Dyd. It is natural to remove the measurement noise from the 
nominal closed loop transfer function Ted,nom in connection 
with the optimization of given in (lo). The rationale 
behind this is, that there is no reason to recover measurement 
noise from the nominal closed loop system in the faulty 
closed loop system. Especially in connection with removed 
sensors due to faults, there is no reason to try to recover the 
measurement noise from these sensors in the faulty closed 
loop system where these sensors is not included. Removing 
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the measurement noise from the nominal closed loop system, 
we get the following nominal closed loop system 

Ted,nom = (Ce + DeuKCy)(sI - A - BuKCy)- 'Bd  + Ded 
(11) 

Using Ted,nom from (11) in the closed loop transfer error 
in (10) gives the following modified closed loop 

transfer error & j s e n  
- 

Eed,sen Ted,nom - Ted,sen (12) 

Based on the above closed loop transfer error, we have the 
following direct CR recover design 

Problem 2 Direct CR recovery design. Let afaulty system 
be given by (S) and let the associated closed loop transfer 
error be given by (12). Design a stabilizing controller K,,,, 
ifit exist, such that a suitable norm of the closed loop transfer 
error is minimized. 

Again, we will get a new controller that will in general 
be a completely different controller compared with the nom- 
inal controller. This means that there are no advantages in 
implementation of the CR controller K,,, with respect to 
the nominal controller. Further, it can not be seen directly 
from the design problem, how well the nominal closed loop 
can be recovered. In principle, it is possible to analyze 
this problem directly. It is much easier, however, to analyze 
when a specific controller architecture is applied for the CR 
controller K,,,. 

Let us  include an observer in the loop as described in 
e.g. [2] when sensor faults appear. The observer will estimate 
the missing measurement signals and, thus, the nominal 
feedback controller can still be applied. The design of the 
observer can be derived in two ways: either by optimizing the 
observer to give a good estimate of the missing measurement 
signals or by optimizing in order to minimize a suitable 
nom of the closed loop transfer error given by (12). The 
first method is a standard observer design and will not 
be considered further in this paper. The second method is 
equivalent with the well known Loop Transfer Recovery 
design method, [lo], [121, [141. 

Let a full order observer be included in the feedback 
controller to estimate all measurement signals be given by 

i = A? + Buu - L(yf  - Cy,fP)  
(13) 

where L is the observer gain. Including the nominal feedback 
controller in the observer, we get the following fault tolerant 
controller 

4 = Cy? 

Kaen = K C y ( d  - A - BuKCy - LCY,f)-'L (14) 
Based on the full order observer based feedback controller 

given by (141, it is possible to rewrite &,sen. Using the 
results from LTR, [lo], [121, [14], &,sen can be written as: 

Etxi,sen = Te,,nomAfsen (15) 
- 

where ~ey.,,m is the nominal closed loop transfer function 
from measurement signal y to the external output e without 
disturbances 
Tey,nom = 

((C, +D,,KCy)(sl- A - B,KCy)-'Bu + D,,)K 
(16) 

and Al,,, is given by 

Al,,, = Cy(sl-A-LCy,f)-'(Bd+LDyd,f) (17) 

and is called the sensor recovery matrix, inspired by the 
classical LTR theory, where it is simply called the recovery 
matrix. Note that Tey,nom is independent of the observer 
design. It depends only on the nominal feedback controller 
and the sensor recovery matrix AIsen depend on the observer 
design. 

Based on (15), it is possible to minimize the closed loop 
transfer error either directly by minimizing Tey,nomAisen or 
indirectly by minimizing the sensor recovery matrix Alsen 
for the design of the ObServer. Let us consider the following 
indirect CR design problem for the sensor fault problem 

Problem 3 Indirect CR recovery design. Let a faulty sys- 
tem be given by (S) and let the associated closed loop transfer 
error be given by (12). Design a stabilizing observer based 
controller Ksen given by (14). if it exists, such thoro suitable 
norm of the sensor recovery nurrrix AI,,, is minimized. 

The CR design problem for systems with sensor faults has 
now been transformed into a standard LTR design problem. 
It is therefore possible to use all the analysis and design 
methods known from LTR in connection with CR design for 
systems with sensor faults. 

There exist a number of different methods for design of 
LTR controllers that can be applied directly in connection 
with an optimization of the sensor recovery matrix. 

Finally, let us consider a few design methods for the CR 
observer. All the well known design methods from LTR 
can be applied directly. For a description of LTR design 
methods, see e.g. [lo], [12], [14]. The most well-known 
LTR design method is the LQGLTR design method. It is 
based on the classical LQG design method with a special 
selection of the covariance matrices, see e.g. [41, [131. It is 
also possible to use 'Hz or 'H- methods for optimization 
of the recovery matrix, i.e. 'Hz/LTR and 7fH,/LTR design, 
see [IO], [12], [14]. These two design methods are based 
on a minimization of the 'HZ norm or the 7-1, norm of the 
recovery matrix with the design of the observer gain. These 
two design problems can be formulated as a standard design 
problem. Using the standard setup, the CR recovery design 
problem can be transformed into the setup shown in Figure 1, 
where PM.,, is given by 
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Fig. I .  The design setup for implicit recovery design 

We then have the following CR recovery design problem. 

Problem 4 CR recovery design. Let the recovery niatrix 
Afse,, be given by 

AIaen = Cy(s1 - A - LCy,f)-'(Bd + LDyd,f) 
The CR recovev design problem is fo design a proper, real- 
rational corrtmller L, if such exist, which stabilizes Pnr,.., 
irrtenrally and niininiize lhe a suitable nomi of the Afs,,. 

The 'H2 or the Rw can be applied in connection with the 
minimization of the PfSen. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROLLER 
RECONFIGURATION 

The implementation of the CR controllers will be consid- 
ered in the following. A direct method to implement the CR 
part of the feedback controller considered in Section I11 is 
lo include an observer (for sensor faults) or a dual observer 
(for actuator faults) in between the system ana the nominal 
controller. This CR architecture has been considered in [21, 
where a reconfiguration block is included between the system 
and the nominal controller. 

This architecture modifies the inputloutputs from the sys- 
tem such that the nominal controller does not need to be 
modified. This mean that the reconfiguration block will 
depend strongly on the type of faults appearing in the system. 

Another architecture has been considered in 171, [I  I], [ 151. 
This architecture is based on the Youla parameterization. In 
contrast with the setup used in [ 2 ] ,  the nominal controller is 
applied directly on the faulty system. Instead, the nominal 
controller is modified by a CR block that is connected to the 
nominal controller. This CR block is a general block where 
the structure does not depend on the fault case. 

Before this FTC architecture is described in more details, 
the Youla parameterization is shonly introduced. 

A. The Youlo Paraimeterimfion 

and a stabilizing controller K ( s )  from (4) be given by: 

N ,  M, N >  AT E RH, 

Let a coprime factorization of the system Gy,(s) from (2) 

Gyu 
K = UV-1 = V - l O .  

= NAf-' = A ? - ' I ~ ,  

U,  v, ii, v E RR, 
(19) 

where the eight matrices in (19) must satisfy the double 
Bezout equation given by, see [19]: 

Based on the above coprime factorization of the system 
Gyu(s) and the controller K(s) ,  we can give a parameter- 
ization of all controllers that stabilize the system in terms 
of a stable parameter Q(s) ,  i.e. all stabilizing controllers are 
given by [16]: 

K ( Q )  = u(Q)V(Q)-' (21) 

where 

U(Q) = U + A f Q ,  V(Q) = V + NQ, Q 6 RR, 
Using the Bezout equation, the controller given either by 

(21) can be realized as an LFT in the parameter Q, 

K ( Q )  = Z ( J K ,  Q )  (22) 

where JK is given by 

Reorganizing the controller K(Q)  given by (22) results in 
the closed loop system depicted in Figure 2, [16]. 

hTATt- 
Fig. 2. Controller smcNre with pammeterizalion 

An important observation is the following relatively simple 
expression for the transfer function from the external input 
d to the external output e terms of the parameter Q: 
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where (20) has been exploited. Note, that the transfer func- 
tion relating d and e is affine in Q. 

B. F a d  Tolerant Controller Architecture 
An architecture for fault tolerant controllers will now be 

proposed, based on the Youla parameterization shown in the 
block diagram in Figure 2. There is a number of reasons 
for using the architecture from the Youla parameterization 
in connection with FTC. Using this architecture, the Q 
parameter will be the CR part of the controller. This means 
that the CR pan of the feedback controller is a modification 
of the existing controller. Thus, a controller change when a 
fault appears in the system is not a complete shift to another 
controller, but only a modification of the existing controller 
by adding a correction signal in the nominal controller, 
the T signal in Figure 2. However, it should be pointed 
out that it is possible to modify the controller arbitrarily 
by designing the Youla parameter Q, see e.g. [9], [16], 
since this parameterization eventually yields any stabilizing 
compensator. 

Another important thing is that the archtecture includes 
also a parameterization of all residual generators. All residual 
signals can be described by, [51, [61 

T F D I  = Q F D I ~  = QFDI(A?Y - *U) (24) 

This means that it is possible to combine both fault diagnosis 
and fault tolerant control in the same architecture without 
any problems. A block diagram for this combined FDI 
and CR architecture, (FIT architecture) based on the Youla 
parameterization is shown in Figure 3 for three potential 
faults - the generalization to any number of faults should 
be obvious. 

C. Implementation of Fault Tolerant Controllers 
The FTC architecture shown in Figure 3 will now be ap- 

plied for the implementation of the CR controller considered 
in Section In. The implementation of the observer based 
feedback controller based on the FTC architecture can be 
derived by using the following result from [9]: 

Theorem IV.l Let a sysrem be given by ( I )  and let hvo 
stubilizing controllers for the sysrem be given by KO = 
UoVFl and K ,  = V;'I?~. Then KI can be implemented 
as KO(&) where the srable Q parameter is given by: 

Q = X(ci& - RVo) = XQ1 

or - 
Q X(Vi(K1 -KO)%) 

where 
X = AfC'Mi 

Proof? See [9]. 
Using the above theorem, we have directly that it is 

possible to implement the CR controller given by (14) as 

r\: p-I ii 

(switch) 

TCR.2 

I 

Isolation Logic 
(filtered NOT) 

function of the nominal controller K and a CR parameter 
QCR. Let the CR controllers for the sensor faults given 
in (14), and the faulty system have the following coprime 
factorization 

Ksen = k i o s e n  = Usen&;; 

G,, = NaenAflA = &I&kNsen 
where the 8 stable coprime factors satisfies the double Bezout 
equation (20). 

Based on Theorem IV.1 and the coprime factorization of 
the CR controllers given by (25) ,  we have the following 
result. 

Theorem IV.2 Let rhe CR controllers for the sensor fault 
case be given by K,,,, with the coprinie factorization given 
by (25). The implemeniaiion of the controller in rhe general 
FTC amhiteciure is possible by using 

Q c R , * ~ ~  = AJ-lALn(iisenV - Renu) 

(25) 
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for the sensor fault case. 

In connection with the above theorem, it is important 
to note that in contrast to the nominal controller, the final 
controller K s e v , ( Q ~ ~ , s e n )  will not depend on the faulty 
signals at all. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The controller reconfiguration problem for systems with 
sensor faults faults has been considered in this paper. The 
CR problem can be solved by including an observer in the 
feedback loop to compensate the missing sensor signals. The 
design of the CR observers is based on the criterion that the 
fault free nominal feedback loop must he recovered as good 
as possible. Based on this criterion, the design problem is 
equivalent with the well known LTR design of observer based 
feedback controllers. All the standard LTR design methods 
can be applied for the design of the FTC observers. 

Funher, it is shown that including an CR observer in 
the feedback loop to compensate for sensor faults can be 
implemented by using the general FTC architecture. The CR 
observer can be included in the feedback loop by including an 
additional loop around the nominal feedback controller, i.e. 
using the Youla parameterization. As a consequence of this, 
we do not need to break the loop to include CR observers 
in the feedback loop - the fault tolerance is achieved by 
an additive correction signal. The actuator fault case can be 
handled in the same way. 
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